Sports & Recreation
Pinch Hitter Bat Adapters
Product Codes: PINCHITTER,

PINCHITTER HD, PINCHITTER FLEX
n

n

n
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3 Models: Pinch Hitter, Pinch Hitter Heavy
Duty, Pinch Hitter Flex
The Pinch Hitter was designed for “Little
League” age kids or persons with smaller
hand proportions, who wish to swing a bat
using the function and power of both arms.
The Pinch Hitter Heavy Duty is designed
for adults and larger, older kids who need
more performance.
The Pinch Hitter Flex is designed for adults
and those who play a lot of baseball and
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or softball and want the convenience of a
replaceable Flexible Coupling and or who
need a longer adapter.
The Pinch Hitters are constructed of high
performance, strong, flexible synthetic
rubber and they snap on and off aluminum
bat handles for safety. They all need to be
“over-gripped” with the second hand for
security when swinging a bat. They can be
used either right or left handed but perform
best on the leading hand and arm.
The Pinch Hitters not only transfer body
power and energy but can store and release
energy. This feature helps improve and
control bat swing, improve swing speed and
increase ball hitting distances.
The Pinch Hitters will screw into standard
prosthetic wrists or disconnect style wrist
adapters.

Application:

PINCH HITTER: Kids and Little Leaguers
PINCH HITTER HD: Adults, young adults
and older children
PINCH HITTER FLEX: Adults planning on a
lot of aggressive use.

L-Code: L6704

SPECIFICATIONS
Length:

Width:
Weight:

PINCH HITTER
4.5 in. ( 11 cm )

PINCH HITTER HD
5.0 in. ( 13 cm )

PINCH HITTER FLEX
6.5 in. (16.5 cm )

1.5 in. ( 3.8 cm )
4 oz. ( 114 g )

1.5 in. ( 3.8 cm )
5 oz. (142 g )

1.5 in. ( 3.8 cm )
8 oz. (227 g )

Color:		
All models Matte Black
Material:All models TRS proprietary flexible polymer rubber

Grand Slam TD
Product Code:
Features:
■

■

■

■
■

■

GRAND SLAM TD

■

½ inch diameter threaded stud fits any USA
made wrist units

Applications:

Grand Slam TDs provide for powerful,
smooth, two-handed swings. Releases bat
easily. Baseball and softball.
Flexible polyurethane body securely
captures bat handles
Force on and pry off design for standard
one-inch diameter bat handles
“Over-grip” with sound hand is required
Flexible, replaceable coupling provides for
powerful swings
Replicates the bio-mechanics needed for
safe, controlled bat swinging

Age: Teenagers and adults.

Limb Length: Primarily designed for
unilateral, trans-radial hand absence. Certain
applications
for long trans-humeral.
Wrist Units: Any wrist which accepts a
standard 1⁄2 in. diameter threaded fitting.

L-Code: L6704

SPECIFICATIONS
Models:

GRAND SLAM TD

Length:

6.0 in. (15.2 cm)

Height:
Thickness:

5 in. (11.4 cm)
1.5 in. (3.8 cm)

Weight:

18

Prosthetics Research

■

Design

■

Manufacturing

3090 Sterling Circle, Studio A, Boulder, Colorado USA 80301-2341
Phone: 303.444.4720 Toll Free: 800.279.1865 Fax: 303.444.5372

8.5 Oz. (241 g)
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Consulting
www.trsprosthetics.com

